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Abstract: Four-wheel differential steering vehicles are increasingly used in our lives, but there are few studies on the

path tracking of four-wheel differential vehicles. According to the circular motion model of the differential steering

vehicle, the pure-pursuit algorithm which was generally used in the front wheel steering vehicle is applied in this pa-

per. In the process of experimental research, we used the integrated navigation system to record the vehicle’s real-time

positioning and tracking points, found that the error in the positioning process had an impact on the tracking effect. In

order to reduce the impact of GPS record point data fluctuation on the tracking effect, a method to optimize the target

path by minimizing lateral deviation and course deviation is proposed in this paper, which makes the target path easier to

be tracked. Based on the established vehicle model and the pure tracking algorithm and the tracking curve optimization

algorithm, we designed a new path tracking algorithm suitable for four-wheel differential steering vehicle, and conducted

the linear and curve tracking experiments. Experimental results show proposed algorithm have extremely great tracking

performance, which verifies the feasibility and effectiveness of the algorithm.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The wheels on both sides of the differential steering vehi-

cle are independently driven, and the steering of different

radius or even the in-situ steering is realized by changing

the speed of the wheels on both sides. Comparing with

the front wheel steering vehicle, the differential steering

vehicle has the characteristics of compact structure, light

weight, flexible maneuverability, etc. In recent years, it is

more and more used in wheeled vehicles. The current re-

search on four-wheel differential steering vehicles mostly

focuses on the chassis control or single-mode path tracking

issues, there are relatively few studies on multi-path con-

dition tracking. A tracking method suitable for four-wheel

differential steering vehicle is proposed in this paper, and

the path tracking experiment under multiple working con-

ditions is carried out.

A comparison of different tracking controllers for au-

tonomous vehicles was performed in [1]. The geometry

controller is designed according to the geometric model

and consists of two common methods: pure-pursuit and

Stanley. Pure-pursuit technology creates a virtual moving

point in front of the vehicle. The tracking is achieved by

tracking the moving point. The Stanley method is based on

a nonlinear geometric controller that calculates the correc-

tion of the steering angle considering lateral and angular

deviations [2]. The pure-pursuit algorithm selects the for-

ward distance by speed, and the effect is relatively good,

and it has strong robustness. The Stanley method is su-
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perior to the pure-pursuit method in most cases but is less

robust for non-smooth paths [3]. Wit J S et al. proposed a

vector tracking method that used the screw theory, which

was similar to the pure-pursuit method, but this method

was less sensitive to the forward distance than the pure-

pursuit method [4]. Park M et al. proposed an advanced

pure-pursuit algorithm that can reduce the cutting angle and

make up for the shortcomings of the pure-pursuit method.

At the same time, a dead band compensator was developed

to overcome the dead band [5].Park S et al. proposed a

target point pure-pursuit algorithm based on the lateral ac-

celeration of the aircraft, which added adaptive capability

to the change of vehicle speed due to external disturbances,

such as wind, and it can realize a tight tracking when fol-

lowing curved paths [6].

Dynamic state feedback (linear and non-linear) control

method shows better performance when the dynamics of

vehicles and tires is considered. The Linear Quadratic Reg-

ulator (LQR) control law is easy to design, but when track-

ing trajectories with different curvature feedforward con-

trol, error-free tracking are required, however, adding feed-

forward control makes the tracking controller sensitive to

discontinuities in the reference trajectory, which requires

additional tuning to attenuate [3]. On the other hand, the

method based on optimal control can provide accurate tra-

jectory tracking, even at high speeds, but only in certain

assumptions (for example, in the optimized field of view,

the speed of the subject vehicle remains constant) .

Neural networks and fuzzy logic based on methods are

also proposed in the literature which shows tracking per-

formance similar to LQR controllers. However, in the ab-

sence of formal proof of stability and exception handling,
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Abstract— A driver-vehicle-road (DVR) model based on kine-
matic vehicle model is proposed in this paper. In this DVR
model, the kinematics vehicle-road model is adopted, and the
driver model considering the human driver’s characteristics is
also included. Thus the behaviors of human driver’s preview
and neuromuscular delay can be considered in design of
path planner and controller by using this DVR model. The
repulsive force field based on the artificial potential field (APF)
and the circle decomposition of vehicle shape are used to
describe the constraints of obstacle avoidance and the road
departure avoidance. Based on the proposed DVR model, a
trajectory planer using model predictive control (MPC) is
designed with consideration of collision and lane-departure
avoidance, driver’s intention, and vehicle occupant comfort.
Simulation results show that with the proposed planner, the
vehicle can successfully avoid static/moving obstacles and return
to the original lane without lane departure. Simulation results
indicate that the proposed kinematic vehicle model based DVR
model can be used to design the path planner in normal driving
and some typical driving scenarios. And the proposed path
planner can provide the vehicle driven by different human
drivers with individually safe trajectories in typical scenarios
of obstacle avoidance.

I. INTRODUCTION

Road traffic death is the ninth leading cause of death

worldwide, and is expected to become the seventh leading

cause by 2030 [1]. One solution to reduce road deaths effec-

tively is using fully autonomous vehicles, but compared with

the autonomous vehicles, it is more practical to use semi-

autonomous vehicles currently. In semi-automated driving,

drivers still play an important role. So the driving charac-

teristics of different drivers were taken into consideration in

model construction [2], [3].

Dynamic and kinematic vehicle model are generally used

to design the vehicle lateral motion controllers [4]. Dynamic

model is more widely used than the kinematic one, because

the former can reflect the lateral motion of vehicles more

precisely. However, the dynamic model requires many vehi-

cle parameters, and most of these parameters have nonlinear

characteristics such as side slip angle, cornering stiffness,

tire parameters, etc. This will increase the computational

complexity and reduce the real-time performance of the

vehicle motion control [5]. In [6], [7], the effectiveness

of the kinematic model in both path planning and path

tracking at different vehicle speeds was verified. Kang et
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al [8] found that the change of front tire steering angle in

highway autonomous driving was small, they expected that

the kinematic vehicle model was enough for vehicle lateral

motion control in highway autonomous driving.

In the maneuvers of path planning and path tracking,

many researchers considered the combination of driver and

vehicle dynamic model [9]. Parameters of the driver’s steer-

ing characteristics such as delay time, preview time, and

steering gain were used to represent drivers with different

driving behaviors [10]. By considering these characteristics

of drivers in controller design, the performance of the vehicle

controller can be more human-like. When the drivers do not

operate, the control behavior of the controller is closer to the

operation behavior of the drivers, which can make the drivers

feel comfortable. On the other hand, with consideration of

the computational complexity by using the vehicle dynamic

model, the kinematic vehicle model is more efficient to be

applied for build the driver-vehicle-road (DVR) model for

path planning.

The methods to realize real-time path planning is im-

portant for collision avoidance. The artificial potential field

(APF) has been used to make collision-avoidance decisions

[11]–[13]. The APF method was implemented in generating

safety-oriented trajectory considering of both vehicle stabil-

ity and environmental constraints [11], [12]. In [13], imag-

inary mountains of repulsive force fields were introduced

to detect collision threat and lane boundaries. In order to

describe the relationship between the ego vehicle and the

obstacle vehicle better, the method of circle decomposition

was adopted to describe the shape of vehicles. In [14], the

collision-avoidance constraints between vehicles and obsta-

cles were transformed into limit of the distance between

center of the circles and the constraint polygons of obstacle.

The APF method and the circle decomposition method were

combined to solve the collision-avoidance problem under

extreme driving conditions in [13].

In recent years, Model predictive control (MPC) has been

used in local trajectory planning due to its ability to better

deal with system constraints and nonlinearities [15]. In

[16], a nonlinear MPC was utilized for obstacle avoidance

of high-speed autonomous ground vehicles in unstructured

environments. In [17], a MPC method was adopted to realize

the trajectory planning algorithms by dealing with the inter-

actions between different driver-vehicle systems. However,

the computational burden of solving MPC problems in real

time increased [15]. So the linear kinematic vehicle model

and point mass vehicle model were used to reduce the

computational burden in MPC [18], [19].


